Honda trailer

Stylish engineering, efficiency, quality, and durability are the hallmarks of the Honda brand of
vehicles. And, of course, your camper has to be compatible with your vehicle. SylvanSport GO
is the ultimate addition to your van or SUV, converting your get-around-town vehicle into a
fun-maximizing get-out-of-town vacation machine. Now, you can take the whole family or a crew
of friends out on a road trip without worrying about expensive hotelsâ€”just sleep in your pop
up camper! SylvanSport GO is so lightweight, at pounds, that you can tow it with just about any
four-cylinder vehicle, even the most efficient hybrid models. Your small to mid-size Honda car
has all the muscle you need to tow this compact pop up camper and utility trailer. It also helps
you get serious work done. Essentially, you can turn your car into a truck on an as-needed
basis. GO was designed with all Honda makes and models in mind. With the SylvanSport GO,
your favorite vehicle can achieve its ultimate level of awesomeness. Pile on your bikes, boats,
and other outdoor gear and get out there! Search for:. Award Winning Versatility. Pop Up
Camper. Tent Trailer. Pull Behind Camper. Small Car Camper. Outdoor Adventure. Camping
Trailer. Utility Trailer. Lightweight Sport Aluminum Cargo. Cookies This website uses cookies to
improve user experience, functionality and performance. If you continue browsing the site, you
consent to the use of cookies on this website. Privacy Policy OK. Vehicle Specific. Trailer Hitch
Part No. With the full towing package, the Class I hitch tows up to 1, pounds gross trailer weight
Receiver-style design accommodates a variety of trailer coupler designs Includes draw bar,
retaining pin and clip Custom design mounts directly to vehicle frame for optimum
performance, strength and security. Haul up to 1, lbs Receiver-style design accommodates a
variety of coupler designs Includes draw bar, retaining pin, and clip Requires Trailer Hitch
Harness. Check Owners Manual for vehicle towing capacity and more details. Trailer Hitch Ball
sold separately. Trailer Hitch Touring Part No. Check your Owner's Manual for more details on
towing with your Honda. With the Towing Package, you can haul trailers weighing up to 1,
pounds. Receiver style design works with a variety of trailer coupler designs. Includes draw bar,
retaining pin, and clip. Trailer Hitch Ball is available separately. Harness is required for
installation and is available separately. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer
Service. Vehicle Specific. Trailer Hitch Part No. This Part Fits Honda Pilot , - This Part Fits
Honda Odyssey - These systems require additional parts. Refer to your Owners Manual. This
Part Fits Honda Ridgeline - With the full towing package, the Class I hitch tows up to 1, pounds
gross trailer weight Receiver-style design accommodates a variety of trailer coupler designs
Includes draw bar, retaining pin and clip Custom design mounts directly to vehicle frame for
optimum performance, strength and security. This Part Fits Honda Pilot - Trailer Hitch
accessory required for towing. All Trailer Hitch accessories are sold separately. Refer to the
Owners Manual for more details on towing. Cannot be installed with Lower Trim Rear. This Part
Fits Honda Passport Trailer Hitch Touring Part No. Haul up to 1, lbs Receiver-style design
accommodates a variety of coupler designs Includes draw bar, retaining pin, and clip Requires
Trailer Hitch Harness. Check Owners Manual for vehicle towing capacity and more details.
Trailer Hitch Ball sold separately. Related Honda Accessories Honda Tent. The trailer hitch is
the connection between your Honda and your trailer. With trailer hitch, you have more space to
transport your product or stuff. Check the load capacity before you start driving, safety comes
first. Trailer Hitch: Every trailer hitch's load capacity varies from one to another one. Usually,
you can haul trailers weighing up to lbs with the V6 engine, and lbs with an L4 engine and the
Honda Towing Package. Trailer Hitch and Hitch Ball: The trailer hitch and hitch ball increase
your cargo options with a towing hitch. Class I hitch tows up to pounds gross trailer weight. The
receiver-style design accommodates a variety of trailer coupler designs. The package includes
draw bar, retaining pin and clip. Trailer Hitch Kit: The haul loads weighing up to lbs with the
trailer hitch and trailer hitch ball. Class II trailer hitch mounts directly to the frame for optimum
performance, strength and security. The package includes draw bar, retaining pin, and retaining
clip. We have a finely designed website interface, everything is in its places, such as image, part
number, and price. We offer VIN decode to check the fitment. Also, we have a fast and secure
checkout method for you to place the order. Featured Honda Trailer Hitch. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. But just how much can a Honda Ridgeline tow?
This puts it in the higher price range for a mid-size pickup. However, the higher price tag brings
with it a lot of benefits. It has a roomy cab which makes it perfect for families with kids. The
added interior space also allows for hauling things inside the vehicle. It is a better daily driver
vehicle than many other pickups. The Ridgeline gets an average of 22 miles per gallon. The bed
is shorter, and it has a smaller volume than other pickup trucks. Despite this, you can still haul
a lot in the bed given its overall size. And, as you can expect from a Honda, it is a solid vehicle.
It comes with 5-star ratings for safety. It also has safety features including emergency braking,
lane departure warning, and adaptive cruise control. The towing capacity of this truck is lower
than that of other pickups. The all-wheel-drive Honda Ridgeline tows up to 5, pounds while

front-wheel-drive only tows up to 3, pounds. Advances in engineering have resulted in lighter
and lighter trailers. The Honda Ridgeline can tow several styles of RV. One type of camper
trailer you can tow with a Honda Ridgeline is a pop-up trailer. These trailers are extremely
lightweight because of their canvas siding and minimalist interior. You could easily town these
trailers with the Ridgeline. But since you could tow a lot more weight, a pop-up may not be the
best choice. Another option is a teardrop trailer. These campers usually weigh a maximum of 4,
pounds. This lightweight design means you can easily tow and teardrop trailer with the
all-wheel-drive Honda Ridgeline. Teardrop trailers are small and lightweight. Given the Honda
Ridgeline tow capabilities, you can get one with all the amenities. And last are small to midsize
travel trailers, including the popular R-pod trailers. Many travel trailers weigh under 3, pounds
thanks to their lightweight building material. Since this model tows up to 5, pounds, there is a
range of travel trailers you can tow. The Ridgeline can take on some lightweight trailers up to 20
feet or longer. Bedroom, bathroom, full kitchen, dinette, and so on. If you are dreaming of a 5 th
wheel, the Honda Ridgeline tow capabilities are most likely not up to the challenge. The second
you put anything inside food, clothes, water! The Honda Ridgeline tow capabilities, smaller size,
roomy interior, and improved gas mileage make it a versatile vehicle. If you are looking for a
truck that can do a little of everything, it is a perfect choice. There are so many free campsites in
America with complete privacy. As a matter of fact, these free campsites are yours. Access the
list by submitting your email below:. I towed my Rockport MiniLite s for 2 years with my
Ridgeline and this summer will be my 5th year with my Ridgeline. The new truck tows the trailer
better and does great. The truck is perfect for what I need and the not while towing highway fuel
economy is fantastic at 29 mpg. Skip to content Search for: Search Close. Many mid-size SUVs
and small to midsize pickups have surprisingly high towing capacities. Honda Ridgeline Towing
Capacity The towing capacity of this truck is lower than that of other pickups. Please enable
JavaScript in your browser to complete this form. Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Impeccably reliable, occasionally quirky, and always engineered with the driving
experience in mind. Honda has manufactured excellent cars with an admirable sense of
humility. The bike is finished in Candy Blue-Green with chrome fenders and features a
four-into-four exhaust system, both kick and electric starters, a front disc brake, a two-up seat
with a rearâ€¦. This Honda Insight is finished in silver over gray cloth and is powered by a 1.
Features include aerodynamic bodywork, a rear wiper, air conditioning, and power windows,
locks, and mirrors. The car was first registered in North Carolina and remained inâ€¦. This
Honda CT70H is finished in red with a black stripe and a black vinyl seat, and power is supplied
by a 72cc four-stroke single paired with a four-speed manual transmission. The bike was
acquired by the seller in early , prior to which it is said to have undergone a refurbishment that
included replacement of the fenders, engine guard,â€¦. This Honda Prelude 2. Recently acquired
by the seller, this Prelude shows 88kâ€¦. Equipment includes front and rear spoilers, mudflaps,
and a Honda cassette stereo. The car was registered in Missouri and Illinois before being
acquiredâ€¦. This Honda CT70H Trail was acquired by its previous owner as an incomplete
project and subsequently modified with a Lifan four-stroke cc single mated to a four-speed
manual transmission. This Honda S was purchased new by the seller in April and subsequently
modified for track use in with work including removal of the interior and installation of a
custom-fabricated roll cage. The body is finished in Silverstone Metallic and features a
body-color hardtop, a front splitter, a carbon-fiber rear wing, and front andâ€¦. This Honda
Integra Type R is a Japanese-market example that was acquired by the selling dealer in June
and imported to Canada shortly thereafter. Finished in Championship White and powered by a
1. This Honda S was sold new by Ed Morse Honda in Riviera Beach, Florida, and has remained
registered in the state through its acquisition by the seller. The car is finished in Silverstone
Metallic over red leather and is powered by a 2. This Honda Trail 70 is powered by a four-stroke
72cc single mated to a three-speed semi-automatic transmission and finished in metallic blue
with chrome fenders. Features include folding handlebars, street lighting, a two-up seat, and
passenger pegs. The bike was acquired by its current owner in , reportedly after being used as a
pit andâ€¦. This Honda CB underwent a refurbishment and modification prior to its acquisition
by the seller in mid Work included rebuilding the cc OHC parallel twin and the six-speed manual
transmission along with repainting the frame, removing the side covers and front fender, and
installing aftermarket mufflers, suspension, rims, knobbyâ€¦. The car is finished in Grand Prix
White with a tan replacement soft top over a tan and black interior. Power is provided by a 2.
This Honda MR50 Elsinore is a mini dirt-bike powered by a 49cc two-stroke single mated to a
three-speed manual transmission and finished in red and black with white number plates. The
new BaT Podcast! Listen now. Honda Impeccably reliable, occasionally quirky, and always
engineered with the driving experience in mind. Models Click Tap the bell icon to subscribe to
Model Page alerts. Honda Accord. Honda Acty. Honda Beat. Honda Civic. Honda CRX. Honda
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e. Honda S Have one? Sell yours here Notify me when one is listed. No Reserve: Honda CT70H
Trail This Honda CT70H is finished in red with a black stripe and a black vinyl seat, and power is
supplied by a 72cc four-stroke single paired with a four-speed manual transmission. No
Reserve: Honda Prelude 2. No Reserve: One-Owner Honda S Track Car This Honda S was
purchased new by the seller in April and subsequently modified for track use in with work
including removal of the interior and installation of a custom-fabricated roll cage. No Reserve:
Honda Trail 70 This Honda Trail 70 is powered by a four-stroke 72cc single mated to a
three-speed semi-automatic transmission and finished in metallic blue with chrome fenders. No
Reserve: Honda MR50 Elsinore This Honda MR50 Elsinore is a mini dirt-bike powered by a 49cc
two-stroke single mated to a three-speed manual transmission and finished in red and black
with white number plates. Show More Loading more auctions. Show More Loading more stories.

